BREVIA
(DLPFC) and ventral PFC (VPFC) in regulating
reactions to unfair offers (3, 4). Although disrupting DLPFC function with transcranial magnetic
stimulation leads to decreased rejection of unfair
offers (6), patients with VPFC damage reject a
higher proportion of unfair offers than control
participants do (7). The present effects of ATD
mirror those of VPFC lesions and are consistent
with other data (8) indicating a critical neuromodulatory role for 5-HT in this region.
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Offer Fairness (% of stake)

% of offers rejected

Offer Size

ne of the first social rules we learn as measures analysis of variance revealed a highly
children is the golden one: Treat others significant interaction between treatment and fairas you wish to be treated. Unfortunately, ness (F = 6.891, P = 0.003). Compared with plaour peers do not always deserve gold stars for their cebo, ATD significantly increased rejection rates,
behavior, which tempts us to retaliate. Resisting and this effect was restricted to unfair offers (Fig.
aggressive impulses may be difficult, but success- 1C). In contrast, ATD did not interact significantly
fully navigating social life sometimes requires self- with offer size (F = 1.164, P = 0.294). Controlling
for fairness, participants tended to reject low ofregulation in the face of perceived injustice.
Serotonin (5-HT) has long been implicated in fers more frequently than high offers, regardless
social behavior, including impulsive aggression, of treatment (5).
The increased rejection of unfair offers after
but its precise involvement in impulse control is
controversial (1). Because social interactions can ATD cannot easily be attributed to changes in
evoke strong emotions, it is plausible that 5-HT mood, fairness judgment, or basic response inmodulates impulsivity via emotion regulation mech- hibition. As found previously (1), there was no
anisms. Emotion regulation during social interac- effect of ATD on self-reported mood (5). On each
tions has been studied with the ultimatum game session, we asked participants to indicate the size
(UG), in which one player (the proposer) pro- of a fair offer for each stake, and ATD did not
poses a way to split a sum of money with another affect these judgments (F = 0.648, P = 0.431).
player (the responder). If the responder accepts Lastly, consistent with past research (1), we found
the offer, both players are paid accordingly. If the no effect of ATD on go/no-go performance, a
responder rejects the offer, neither player is paid. standard test of response inhibition (5) (SOM text).
These results show that manipulating 5-HT
Responders tend to reject offers less than 20 to
30% of the total stake, despite the fact that such function can selectively alter reactions to unfairretaliation is costly (2), and rejection decisions ness in a laboratory model of self-regulation. Temare predicted by the intensity of the aversive re- porarily lowering 5-HT levels increased retaliation
to perceived unfairness without affecting mood,
sponse to the unfair offer (3, 4).
We investigated the effects of manipulating fairness judgment, basic reward processing, or re5-HT function on rejection behavior in the UG. sponse inhibition. Our results illuminate the neuWe used a double-blind, placebo-controlled acute ral mechanisms underlying emotion regulation in
tryptophan depletion (ATD) procedure to tempo- the UG. Neuroimaging studies of the UG have
rarily lower 5-HT levels in 20 healthy volunteers implicated both dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(5). Once after ATD and
once after placebo, par- A
B
ticipants played the role
of responder during sev£10.00
£10.00
eral one-shot UGs (Fig.
1A) (5). Offers fell into
£2.00
one of three fairness categories: 45% of stake
£0
£5
£10 £15
(fair), 30% of stake (un£0
£5
£10 £15
£20 £25 £30
fair), or 20% of stake
(most unfair). We independently manipulated
social reward (fairness)
C
Portrait
Offer
Blank
Stake
and basic monetary reward (offer size) by vary0
0.5
3.0
6.0
2.0
ing both the offer amount
Time (s)
and the stake size across
trials (Fig. 1B) (5).
Rejection rates (% of Fig. 1. (A) Diagram [adapted from (4)] illustrating the structure of each
offers rejected) were cal- one-shot UG. While each offer was on the screen, participants pressed
one button to accept or another button to reject. (B) Types of offers. (C)
culated for each subject
Rejection rates for fair, unfair, and most unfair offers after ATD and
at each level of fairness
placebo (PLA) treatments. Error bars represent standard errors of the
during ATD and place- difference between means. *P = 0.01 difference between treatments.
bo treatments. Repeatedwww.sciencemag.org
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